Trust, trust, trust.....
Rule N°1 in all diamond transactions
In over 40 years of professional activity I’ve learned that there is no other
aspect more important than the reliability of the people you work with to the
point where I will say that it is “safer to buy a not certified diamond from an
honest person than a certified one from a crook !”
Consumers who have no way of understanding or any kind of experience in the
examination of diamonds will try to find information on the Internet and sadly
enough that is the worst way to get any kind of diamond education as proven
by the incredible amount of unreliable web sites.

BEWARE !!!
High-pressure high-temperature treatment
A small number of otherwise gem-quality stones that possess a brown body color can have
their color significantly lightened or altogether removed by HPHT treatment,

In the past couple of months many ( willing ) victims have wasted their hard
earned money by buying such diamonds whose value is less than 60% of the
paid prices !

Who are the victims ?
People with budgets that are far too low for their expectations like:
2500 Euro for a 0.80ct diamond
3,000 Euro for a 1.00ct diamond
6,000 Euro for a 1.20ct diamond
8,000 Euro for a 1.50ct diamond
12,000 Euro for a 2ct diamond
We are here to help but we also expect a fair and honest exchange of
information. No budget = no diamond. False budgets = disappointments and
exposure to swindlers’ bag of tricks.

We do NOT swindle our customers!

Alert - GIA Notifies Trade of many Invalidated
Grading Reports (23/10/2015)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------"CARLSBAD, Calif. – Oct. 23, 2015 – GIA has invalidated grading reports for
1,042 diamonds submitted primarily to their grading laboratory in India. An outside party who gained unauthorized remote access to GIA’s grading information database altered the reports. The list of invalidated reports is available

These diamonds were mainly sold to China !!!

Hi Harold

how are you ? Thanks for the email. I just came back from
Antwerp at 4.00am this morning so very , very tired. The
plane delayed because of bad winds in Ireland.
Yes, I saw your shop but did not go in as I do not know you
but I value a lot of your rings for many years now so I know
you get a lot of Irish customers . All your diamonds and
certificates are always correct .
Carol Clarke MIRV, PJVal, Dip, RJDip, AJP, Diam. GIA
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